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This report deals theoretically with effects of damper windings related to commuta‑
tion characteristics on various kinds of commutatorless motor, such as the lapping angles
and the allowable armature current limits, and describes the experimental results on
three typical types of the motor in which the commutator elements are 1,2 and 3 pairs.
As the results, the allowal)le armature current limits are consideral)ly increased by the

q‑axis damper winding for the 1 pair's motor, but for the 2 and･3 pairs' motor, the
current limits are increased scarcely, consequently the q‑axis damper winding is not so
effective. The cl‑axis damper and field windings are able to improve rerriarlgal)ly the
commutation characteristics for all the machine types.

1. Introduction
The most important problem of commutatorless motors using thyristor commutators

instead of mechanical commutators on a DC motor is commutating actions of the
thyristor commutators. On an induced voltage commutating system which depends on
only counter e. m. .les as commutating power sourees, the ability of the commutation
is so small that the commutation failures are taken place on some driving conditions.

In order to improve the commutating actions, the commutatorless motor commonly
needs the damper windings.t)N4) In this paper, the effects of the damper windings on

the over‑lapping angle and the maximum allowable armature current are described.

At first, the commutatorless motor can be classified into two great divisions
accordlng to the commutating action. One is provisiona!ly named "reversal commuta‑
tion" in which the directlon of the current in the armature winding taking part in
the commutation is reversed in the commutation peried. The other is named "removal

commutation" in which the armature current is removed from the conducting arm‑
ature winding to the next winding. With a number of commutator elements n and
an active armature winding coeMcient k, which is the ratio of the active armature
windlngs in the commutating period to all the armature windings,5) each of equiva‑
lent circuits for two commutating systems is given, and then the generalized equations
of the over‑lapping angle and the allowable armature current limit are theoretically
derived. At !ast, the experimental results on three typical types of the commutatorless

motors are shown as compared with the theoretical ones.
* Department of Electrical Engineering, College of Engineering.
** Graduate Student, Department of Electrical Engineering, College of Engineering.
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2. Commutating Sygtems
The vqrious kinds of the commutatorless motor are shown in table 1.
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2.1 Reversal c6.nmutation
In this commutating system, all the armature windings are always conducting,
therefore k is unity. As an example, the armature windings in the commutating
period for n=3 and k==1 are shown in Fig. 1. The axis of the actjve armature
winding @‑‑･@' is shifted to the axis @‑‑+@' by the switching actions in that period.
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The directions of the currents in the armature winding (2)' and (2)" are reversed,
but the currents in the remaining armature windings (la)', (lb)' etc.'are not changed.

The armature windings that the

currents are reversed are 1/n of all the armature
windings. The angles of the axes (1)' and (2)' are different by rr/2. Consequently,

the mutual inductance between

them can not exist. The equivalent clrcuit of the

,

/
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reversal commutation including the smoothing reactor is shown in Fig. 2. Arranging
the two parallel windings (1)', (1)" and (2)', (2)" into one group, and removing the

non‑commutating winding (1) out of the thyristor bridge, Fig. 2 can be rewritten as
Fig. 4(a).
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2.2 Removal commutation
As an example of this commutation, the armature windings for n=3 and k=2/3

are shown in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4(b). The armature current is removed from the
conducting armature winding (3) to the other non‑coriducting winding (4). Con‑
j
sequently, all the armature windings are not always conducting, so that k is smaller

than unity.
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･ ‑ . 3. Anaryses of Commutation Characteristics
3.1 Reversal commutation,
In an over‑lapping period all the thyristors are condueting in Fig. 4(a), the

armature currents i.(e) and i2(e) are ･
i. (e) = }iE,d, (1 ‑e‑Toie) ‑ gt, [cos (e + Pi ‑ gooi) ‑e‑Toiecos (Pi ‑ gpoi)] + i. (o)e‑Toie

‑t‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑‑(1)
i2 (e) =: ‑zE‑: [c os (e+P2‑ p2) ‑‑ e‑T2ecos(P,‑ gD2)] ‑i. (o) e‑T2e ･･････････････････( 2 )

where,
Vd ; the DC source vo!tage,
w; the angular velocity,

e; the ang!e in electrical unit, ･

Ei;the maximum value of the counter e. m. f. ei of the armature winding (1),
Pi; the phase angle of ei for the q‑axis,

E2; the maximum value of the counter e. m. .fl e2 of the armature winding (2),
P2;the phase 'angle of e2 for the q‑axis, ･

Roi=Ro+Ri, Loi=Lo+Lb Toi=Roi/tuLoi, goi==tan‑i(wLoi/Roi),
T2==R2/wL2, p2=tan‑i(wL21R2) .
At the end of the overLlapping period, the currerit equation is

ia(u)=i2(U) ‑･･‑‑･‑･(3)
where u is oveTLIapping angle.
Therefore, from eqs.' {1}, (2} and (3},
{S', [cos (u+ Pi‑ gooi) ‑e‑'oi"cos(Pi‑ gooi)] ‑IICill (1 ‑‑ e‑Toiti)}

‑{lli2,[cos("+P2‑gp2)‑e‑T2"cos(B2"g2)] ==i.(o)(e"Toiu+e"T2ti) ･････････(4)

In this equation, however, the value of the initial armature current ia(O) is unknwon

and the commutating over‑lapplng angle u is included in the coSlne and exponential
terms. In order to get the value of u a method of trial and error is needed. Therefore,

it is very diMcult and troublesome to calculate ". For the easy analysis of u, the
following assumptions are made,
.
1) The smoothing reactor has so large inductance that the armature current is
enou'gh smooth. Therefore, ia(O) is equal to the average, armature current la,

2) As the armature inductance is much greater than the armature resistance, the
first term of the left‑hand side in eq. (4) can be neglected, and eq. (4) is replaced
with the following equation,
'

sin P2‑sin(u+P2)= 2wL2 Ia/E2 , . ･･････････:･(5)

k:‑:iliSi.nji(%,?."2./2.)] '"'''"""(6'

.
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L2;the inductance of all the armature windings, '
If'; the field current

Maf; the armature inductance between the field and armature winding.
From eqs. (5) and (6), the over‑lapping angle is given by

u== sin‑i(sinp,‑2LaiM'Si;X ?")]‑p, . , ･･･････‑･･･(7)
The allowable armature burrent limit Iamax iS the greatest 'value･of'Ia in eq. (5).
But in eq. (s), the right‑hand side term becomes the largest value at siu (u+P2) =‑1,
that is,

u=‑z/2‑P2 ･‑‑‑"･(8)

Substituting eqs. (6) and (8) into eq. (5), then

'

Iamaxf= 2L.¥/ fi f.I/r2.) (1+sin P2) , . "" '''････r･( g)
'

'

3.2 Removal commutation ･

Considering the boundary conditions of the armature currents, the current of the
i3 (e) '= 2VRod,3(1 ‑ e‑Tei3e) + (e‑T3e +e‑Tei3e) ia Se)

'

‑ 2/z(li334z3(Zoi COS (e + X934‑ 90oi3 ‑ 903 + 9oi) ‑ Zei3 cos (P34‑ go3)e‑T3e
+ Z‑23cos (P34 ‑ goi3) e‑Tei3e) L 2Ezi,33 [cos (e + P i3 ‑ gei3)

'

‑cos(I9i3‑gooi3)e'‑To13"] ････････････(lo)
where,
es4==e3‑‑‑e4=E3eJP3‑E4eJP4=E34sjP34!
e13==el+e3==EleSPI+E3sjP3 ==E13eJP13,

'
R,,,=:Ro+Rl+R3, L,,3 ==L,+L,+L3, Z,,3==VR&3+(uaL,,3)2,
Toi3=Roi3/toLoi3, poi3=tan‑i(wLoi3/Roi3),'

Rei=t:Ro+Ri, Loi=Lo+Lb goi==tan'i(toLei/Roi),
T3==R3/tuL3, g3 =tan‑'(tuL3/R3)
ei, e3 and e4;the counter e. m. f:s. of the armature winding (1), (3) and (4),
Pi, P3 and P4; the phase angles of ei, e3 and ei for the q‑axis.

As i3(0) becomes zero at the end' of the removal commutating period, the over‑lapping
angle u is solved from i3(u)=O. But in eq. (10), the initial current ia(O) is unknown.

Therefore, the analysis of u rnust be taken by the method of trial and error, as well

as the reversal commutation. In order to get the approximate solution the'same
assumptions in the reversal cornmutation are' made. Then eq. (lo) is

sin(u+P34)‑sinP34=2toL(M)3IalE34 . ････････････(11)
where, L(M)3=L3‑M34 == (1‑a34 cos P34)La sin2(x/2n),

E34==[E3(ejP3‑eJP4)i ･ ････‑･･･････(12)
'
="1(tiMatlr sin(x12n) (ejP3‑eJP4)I
'
'

'
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M34;the mutual inductance between the windings (3) and (4),
a34;the coupling coeMeient between the windings (3) and (4).

Over‑lapping angle u･ is given from eq. (11) . ･
u = sin‑'[sin P34+2(1‑aM' C.OrSIf3(̀e)jls"‑Iasipi4g(n 2n))‑P34

･･････‑･‑･(13)

and u for the allowable armature current limit can be obtained at the maximum

value of sin (a+Ps4) in eq. (11), that is, . .

u=z/2‑‑P34 ･ ････････････(14)
Substituting eqs. (12) and (14) into eq. (11), then
iamax ==2a lil{,,",'.i,'ig:,')PIZIi fli'iP.̀ll/2.) (i‑sin P34) ････････････(is)

'

,

From eqs. (7), (9), (13) and (15), it is seen that the commutating characteristics depend

on the inductance of the commutating armature winding.

4. Effect of Damper Winding
In order to improve the cornmutation characteristics, the armature inductance
associated with the commutation must be made as small as possible. Decrease in the
inductance brings decrease in the ove.r‑lapping angle ･and increase in the allowable

armature current limit. Consequently, the damper windings are needed for above
purpose, because the damper windings are able to de￠rease the commutating inductance.
In this chapter, the effects of the damper windings are explained in association with

the leading commutating angle. The positions of the commutating winding on the
typical types of the commutatorless motor are shown in Fig. 5. The commutation is

begun when the angle between the commutating windings' axis and the d‑axis
becomes r. On the small leading commutating angle r, the diaxis damper winding
placed on the cl‑axis exerts a favourable influence upon the commutating inductance,
and the a‑axis damper winding has little influence upon it. But with the increase in
r, the inductance is more greatly influenced by the q‑axis damper winding. Generally
speaking, the field winding placed on the cl‑axis effectively acts as the cl‑axis damper

winding and produces analogous effects6>. Consequently, the ordinary commutatorless
motors have essentially the effects of the d‑‑axis damper winding.
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Fig. 5. Position of commutating armature wihding at r==300.
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5. E)rperimental Results ‑
On the experiments, two motors of sarne capacities and ratings and different types

are employed. One has four salient poles wit'hout the damper winding, but the field
winding produces the ana!ogous effects of the cl‑axis damper winding. The other has

the same poles with the q‑axis damper winging. As a result, the one is with the
cl‑axis darnper winding and the other is with the both of,d‑ and q‑axis damper
windings.
'
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･The measured inductances of the armature winding are shown in Fig. 6. Care
must be taken that the inductances with the cl‑axis damper winding are small at t.he
cl‑axis and large at the q‑axis. But, on the rnachine with the cl‑‑ and q‑axis damper
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windings, the inductances are reduced especially near the q‑axis by the effect of the

q‑axis
damper winding. '
The experimental results of the over‑lapping angle are shown in Figs. 7 and 8.
'
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There are considerable differences between the theoretical and experimental results.
As the reason, it may be seen that the measured inductances are not necessarily exact
values. There are, however, a similar tendency between them. The over‑lapping angles
are incseased by the increase of the armature current and decreased by the increases

of the commutator e!ements and the leading commutating angle.7),8). As mentioned
above, the q‑axis damper winding causes the decrease of the commutating inductance
near the q‑axis, so that the over‑lapping angle for the d‑ and q‑axis damper windings
becomes smaller than that for only the d‑axis damper winding, especially on the large

leading commutating angle. This tendency becomes more remarkable with smaller n
as shown in Fig. 8. Fig. 9shows the allowable armature current limit. For n=2 or 3,
the allowable armature current limit for the d‑ and q‑axis damper windings is little
!
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difference from that for the d‑axis damper winding, but for n=1, that difference
becomes considerably large. From eqs. (8) and (9), the maximum over‑lapping angle
at which the allowable armature current limit is given is r. Consequently, it i's con‑

sidered that the allowable armature current is effected with a mean inductance
between e and r in Fig. 6. The difference of the mean inductance for n=2 .or 3 is
slight, but for n=1 that difference considerably large. These facts may be extended
to the allowable armature current.

‑ 6. Conclusion
A surnrnary of the results is shown below; ‑
(D The field winding works as the effective cl‑axis damper winding and
improves the commutation characteristics such as the over‑lapping angle and the

allowab!e armature current limit. ･

(･2) The gLaxi's damper winding is able to decrease the armature inductance

near the g‑axis, so that the cpmmutation characteristics become better for n==1,
especially on the large commutation angle.
(3) But for n==2 and 3, the commutation characteristics are hardly effected by

the g‑axis damper winding.
'
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